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Recent probabilistic models of natural lan-
guage interpretation pay insufficient atten-
tion to what a speaker might say, mistak-
enly focusing instead on what is probable
in the world. As a result, these models pro-
duce incorrect results, require data that is
not realistically obtainable, and entail the
solution to problems that intractable but
irrelevant to the task of natural language
interpretation. In contrast, a proper un-
derstanding of the nature of discourse al-
lows us to so simplify any probabilistic el-
ements so as to trivialize their role. The
challenger for natural language interpreta-
tion, then, is not to perfect a probabilistic
account, but to develop a plausible account
of discourse. Such an account needs to fo-
cus on the nature of the contents speak-
ers convey, and on cooperative principles
of communication.

the preferred interpretation in which John is an air-
line passenger. A probabilistic approach, however,
would offer us some hope of coming to the correct
conclusion.

Hobbs et al. (1988) and Goldman and Charniak
(1988) offer models in which evidence can be ac-
corded numerical values and hence combined so as
to determine the best explanation. The models ad-
dress different problems: plan recognition in the
case of Goldman and Charniak; "local pragmatics"
(specifically, metonymy, reference and syntactic am-
biguity) in the case of Hobbs et al. Both models
can be thought of as probabilistic, with Goldman
and Charniak explicitly taking this stance, and Shi-
mony and Charniak (1990) arguing that Hobbs 
al. can be interpreted this way.

However, as formulated, these probabilistic ap-
proaches have significant, perhaps fatal shortcom-
ings (some of which are broadly alluded to in Norvig
and Wilensky, 1990). In a nutshell, the problem is
as follows:

1 Introduction

Recently, there have been a number of efforts to cast
natural language understanding in a probabilistic
framework. The argument that there is a proba-
bilistic element in natural language interpretation is
essentially the following: Most inferences or inter-
pretation decisions cannot be made based on logical
criteria alone. Rather, evidence of varying strengths
needs to be combined, and probability theory offers
a principled basis for doing so. For example, con-
sider the following story1:

(1) John got his suitcase. He went to the air-
port.

The interpretation that John is a terrorist intent
on blowing up an airplane, say, is not favored by
human readers, and is probably not even consid-
ered by them, although structurally it is identical to

*This work was supported by Nation Science Foun-
dation grant IRI-9123336.

1from Charniak, personal communication

The models pay insufficient attention to
what a speaker might say; they focus in-
stead on what is probable in the world.
As a result, they produce incorrect results,
require data that is not realistically ob-
tainable, and require the solution to in-
tractable problems whose solution is un-
necessary for the task of natural language
interpretation.

In this paper, we attempt to state this criticism
more precisely, and then offer an alternative ap-
proach. This approach still has a role for proba-
bility to play, but it is not a very elaborate one -
a proper understanding of the nature of discourse
allows us to so simplify any probabilistic elements
so as to trivialize them. In effect, our moral is that
most of the action in text understanding is in under-
standing the nature of discourse; discourse, in turn,
is primarily about the kinds of contents people tend
to communicate.
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2 General Considerations

We begin by a general motivation of the importance
of discourse. Then we look at precisely where par-
ticular probabilistic theories err.

Hobbs et al. characterize interpretation as

"the process of providing the best explana-
tion of why the sentences would be true."

Charniak and Goldman refer to this definition, but
restate it as

"reasoning from the text to the intentions
of the language user and thence to the
thing described."

Formulating the problem as addressing the question
of "how an utterance can be true" requires a the-
ory of what a speaker is likely to say. While both
Goldman and Charniak and Hobbs et al. allude to
this fact, the theories offered are basically concerned
with determining the least costly or most probable
assumptions one can make so that a sentence fol-
lows from a knowledge base. This is problematic in a
number of ways. Consider the following utterances:

(2) The butcher has kidneys today.

(3) The man entering the room had one green
eye.

(4) John doesn’t put his money in a bank.

If we are to explain how the first sentence can be
true, given our beliefs about the world, the interpre-
tation in which the kidneys are inalienably part of
the butcher is preferable to the one in which these
are his merchandise: The first interpretation is a
near certainty; the other has some rather lower em-
pirical value. Thus, maximizing the probability of a
proposition being true yields the wrong interpreta-
tion of the utterance.

Similarly, if the second sentence above were an ob-
servation, say, because the man was turned so that
we could see only one of his eyes, we would conclude
that the man’s eyes were both green. However, if
we were told this sentence, we would assume just
the opposite. Both interpretations make use of the
same probabilistic fact, namely, that people’s eyes
are usually the same color.

An analogous argument pertains to negation and
disambiguation. In the third sentence above, it is
presumably more likely that John doesn’t put his
money in the side of a river than that he doesn’t
put it in a financial institution. Again, maximizing
the probability of an interpretation being true in

the world yields a likely event - John not putting
money in the side of a river - but a very unlikely
interpretation.

Additionally, a "probability in the world" metric
will always favor an ambiguous or vague interpre-
tation over a more specific one, since the ambigu-
ous or vague interpretation is always more proba-
ble. As Hobbs et al. states "The less specific they
[the assumptions] are, the more likely they arc to be
correct." For example, consider the following sen-
tences:

(5) a. Jan cut the grass.

b. Jan cut the cake.

c. Jan cut the ribbon.

Presumably, an utterance of the first sentence would
normally mean about the same thing as "Jan mowed
the law"; the second describes a slicing event, and
the third, yet another kind of cutting. Moreover,
determining the kind of cutting being described is
a condition of understanding each utterance. How-
ever, the probability of any kind of cutting event,
given a cutting event, is always greater than that of
any specific kind of cutting event. So the interpre-
tation of these sentences that is most likely to be
true is the one specifying an undifferentiated cut-
ting event; but this is not the interpretation natural
language users assign these utterances.

These are familiar Gricean objections (Grice, 1975).
The models ask the question: "Given that an ut-
terance represents facts about the world, what else
is likely to be true?" But this question discounts
the nature of natural language communication: In
the case of the butcher and his kidneys, the more-
probable-in-the-world answer is uninformative; but
speakers are normally informative. Similarly, we
would be at a loss to explain why a speaker in-
formed us that a man had one green eye if he knew
that the man had two. In the case of ambiguous or
vague terms, it is a fact about the nature of natu-
ral language that these terms can be used to refer
to a subtype, not to a disjunction of subtypes or a
very abstract category. In the negation examples,
the communicative function is not simply to assert
a non-event, but to deny a scenario that the hearer
is assumed to consider.

3 What is Reasonable to Say
Versus What is True in the
World

In the remainder of this paper, we focus on Charniak
and Goldman (1989) and Goldman (1990) ("Char-
niak and Goldman" henceforth), since we are con-
cerned primarily about the same problem as they
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are, i.e., text interpretation in the large. However,
some of the criticisms also apply in different ways to
Hobbs et al. as well. (We will self-servingly refrain,
though, from a general critical of probabilistic in-
terpretation in the small as espoused, for example,
by Wu (1990, 1992).)

Charniak and Goldman start with a Bayesian net-
work model of plan recognition. Elements of a
text are treated as evidence for events, etc. They
construct a Bayesian network for the text, using
marker passing to delimit the size of the network
constructed. For example, the events described in
the text

(6) Jack got a rope. He killed himself.

are evidentially related to possible events like Jack’s
hanging himself. Simply evaluating the result-
ing Bayesian network should produce a compelling
probability that a hanging transpired.

However, and Charniak and Goldman point out, in
the naive version, the probability that Jack hanged
himself is essentially unaffected by the evidence
from the text. The problem is that the network
constructed contains nodes representing, for exam-
ple, the possibility that the rope mentioned in the
story was same object as the one used in a hypothet-
ical hanging event. These nodes are conditioned by
the probability that any two objects in the universe
of the task are the same object. This is a very small
number indeed, so small as to relegate the observa-
tion of getting a rope to be irrelevant.

The nature of the problem is best stated this way:
The network treats the text as describing completely
unrelated events. That is, it is just as if we learned,
somehow, that, at some point in his life, Jack once
got a rope. Then, possibly many years later, Jack
killed himself. Under these circumstances, there is
indeed little reason to believe that Jack hung him-
self.

Charniak and Goldman address this problem by
making an assumption of spatial and temporal local-
ity ("STL"). The STL assumption raises the prob-
ability that any two entities are the same because
there are assumed to be many fewer entities in the
problem domain. With a restrictive enough assump-
tion, the priors are much higher, and the existing of
getting a rope has a non-negligible

While this assumption is necessary for the proba-
bilistic model of plan recognition to process feasible
results, as Charniak and Goldman point out, one
must still account for the difference between natu-
ral language understanding and abduction "in the
world". For example, they consider the following
texts:

(7) a. There was a rope in the closet.
killed himself.

b. Jack got a rope. He killed himself.

Jack

Charniak and Goldman assume that in (b), hanging
is a viable inference both in the story and in real
life, i.e., just from knowing the facts, whereas in
(a), hanging is a viable inference just in the story,
but would not be warranted in the real world.

To account for this difference with a single model of
plan recognition, Charniak and Goldman introduce
a parameter reflecting the a priori bias against any
two things being the same thing. This bias is to be
large for the world, but smaller for texts. Thus, in
the world, the chance that the object used as a rope
in any putative hanging and the rope mentioned in
the story are the same is relatively small; hence the
likelihood of hanging is increased only a little by
knowledge of a rope. In a text, it is more likely that
the two are the same, so the probability of hanging
is significantly increased by knowledge of the rope.

Unfortunately, every one of these assumptions ap-
pears to be erroneous. Consider first basing a the-
ory of discourse on the likelihood of the identity of
objects. Consider the following example:

(8) Jan randomly picked a number between 1
and 10. So did Lynn.

The assumption that it is more likely that two en-
tities in a story are the same than are two entities
in the world would force us to infer that the chance
that Jan and Lynn picked the same number is more
likely than 1 out of 100. But this inference is not
warranted.

Second, the assumption of a different likelihood of
the identity of objects between stories and the real
world does not explain the difference between the
(a) and (b) stories. The assumption of STL presum-
ably makes hanging more likely in both the (a) and
(b) "real world" cases, and the assumption of even
greater likelihood of object identity in stories makes
hanging even more likely in both textual cases. To
put it another way, the degree that hanging in (a)
is considered less likely than (b) in the world, it will
be considered less likely as a story. But hanging is
presumably just as correct an inference in both the
(a) and (b) stories. (Charniak and Goldman do 
give computed probabilities for all these cases, so it
is difficult to determine what actually happens in
their model.)

STL is a terrible assumption anyway. It predicts, er-
roneously, for example, that, as the number of ropes
available to Jack increase, it is less likely that he
hung himself with the rope he got. This approach
would predict that, in
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(9) Jack worked in a rope factory. He got a
rope. He killed himself.

we infer that it is relatively unlikely that Jack hung
himself with the rope he acquired.

Also, consider the following stories:

(10) Dick wanted to become president. He de-
cided to run for governor first. He was
elected. He started planning his presiden-
tial campaign.

(11) Asiatic people lived across the Bering
Strait. They crossed it and settled all of
the Americas.

The crucial observation here is that the STL as-
sumption (or its lack thereof) is determined by the
scenarios inferred, rather than serves as a condition
for inferring them. I.e., this assumption is not some-
thing generally true about stories or texts or plan
abduction tasks; rather, it is a specific fact about the
particular contents of particular situations. Thus,
in the suicide stories, it is our knowledge of suicide,
and something about the nature of narratives, that
lets us infer that the getting of the rope probably
happened quite soon before the suicide; in contrast,
our knowledge of elected offices and migrations (plus
the same narrative conventions) is responsible for
the very different inferences in the subsequent ex-
amples.

Moreover, determining the speaker’s intention seems
far easier than obtaining or computing probabilities
about the world. Readers appear to have no doubt
that the author of the "Jack got a rope" texts in-
tended to convey a hanging; but they would have
grave difficulties computing the probabilities in the
world on which this conclusion is ostensibly based.
Thus, it seems reasonable to question whether re-
quiring such a computation is beneficial way to ap-
proach the task.

Indeed, such conclusions about the world seem
largely irrelevant to the conclusions one reaches
in text understanding. For example, consider the
story:

(12) Jack wanted to kill himself. He got a guil-
lotine.

Jack’s plan is presumably new to the understander’s
experience; its prior must be very low indeed. How-
ever, in all these cases, the interpretation intended
by the speaker is compelling. That is, assum-
ing that the text is felicitous, the probability that
the speaker intended the interpretation is approxi-
mately 1.

4 Text Understanding is Not
a Modified form of
Understanding the World

We have argued that a theory of text understanding
is unlikely to be achieved by a minor adjustment
to a probabilistic model of understanding the real
world. But why should this be the case? After all,
it seems intuitively compelling that a theory of text
understanding should be grounded in a theory of
understanding the real world.

But text understanding and understanding the
world are different in at least three important ways:

¯ Abstractiveness: The information available by
(non-linguistic) observation is concrete, and
that required inferences abstractive, while the
information conveyed by language is abstract,
and the required inferences specificational.

¯ Relevance: The components of a (well-formed)
text are relevant, whereas observations about
the world need not be.

¯ Textual Entities: The entities conveyed by the
text may not have any correspondence to enti-
ties "in the world".

Note how just the assumption of relevance trivializes
the computation Charniak and Goldman are per-
forming. The assumption of coherence lets us cast
the plan recognition problem they are attempting to
solve as the following problem: Given some obser-
vations Ei, determine the following probability for
all H’s containing all the Ei:

P(H]E1, E2,..., En)

We can then infer an H if there is one with high
enough probability.

We used the relevance hypothesis to assume only
that there will be a single entity that "contains"
all the observations. (We will be a bit vague for
the time being about the notion of containment
that we are alluding to here. Intuitively, for plan
recognition-related problems, H would be a plan
whose subparts include the E/. Note that some such
notion is required in probabilistic systems as well.)
This assumption drastically changes the problem.
By Bayes’ theorem we have

P(H)P(E1, E2,...,EnlH)

P(E1, E2,..., En)

Now, by exploiting a determinism assumption,
namely, that each scenario will always manifest all
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its components (cf. Goldman (1990)), we can 
sume that P(E1, E2,..., EnlH) is 1 for all explana-
tory hypotheses. Thus, for all potential explana-
tions, the following holds:

P(H)
- P(E1, E2 ..... En)

But the denominator is just a standard normaliz-
ing factor. Thus the probabilities of the potential
explanations are in proportion to their priors.

That is, since we are dealing with a text, rather than
unconstrained observations, Charniak and Gold-
man’s entire probabilistic account amounts to believ-
ing the candidate scenarios in proportion to their
priors. Indeed, a careful inspection shows that this
is all Charniak and Goldman’s Bayesian networks
compute with respect to the problem at hand.2

We have now trivially dealt with the only proba-
bilistic motivation: In cases like the "checking-a-
bag-at-the-airport" story, the relative priors of air
travel versus terrorist bombing let us conclude that
air travel is being discussed. Note that we do not
require unlikely knowledge of esoteric probabilities,
nor are we required to perform any complex calcu-
lation: We require only the (relative) frequencies 
the scenarios.

(Below we will argue that the above interpretation
of what to compute is incorrect, but that perform-
ing this computation is guaranteed to produce the
correct result.)

Consider now the following stories:

(13) a. Jan likes gardens with lots of shrubs.
Pat prefers rock.

b. Jan likes jazz. Pat prefers rock.

These texts contain a paradigmatic example of dis-
ambiguating a word in context. This is just the sort
of thing that one wants to "fall out" of an inter-
pretation process; Charniak (1986) shows one way
in which this might be so for texts involving plan
recognition. The problem here is that, in this ex-
ample, there is nothing at all about the world that
makes the inference compelling: Indeed, Pat is prob-
ably more likely to prefer rock music to rock gar-
dens. Rather, "rock" is disambiguated depending

2To be fair, we note that to compute actual proba-
bilities, we need to make an additional assumption of
some sort. For example, we can make the assumption
of completeness, i.e., that all the possible explanatory
scenarios are known. We will argue below that similar
assumptions are in fact warranted, but that the prob-
lem is even simpler than this because computing actual
probabilities is unnecessary. In any case, the complete-
ness assumption is no stronger than those required for
a Bayesian network to produce a useful result.

upon whether the topic of the discourse is types of
garden material or types of music. The problem is,
one would presumably like the same mechanism to
handle disambiguation here as well as in cases of
plan recognition, i.e., cases in which there is an os-
tensible connection to the real world. However, if
the theory of text interpretation is parasitic on a
theory of understanding the real world, it does not
appear possible for this to be the ease.

5 A Proposal

Our proposal is rather old fashion. We are doing
little more than extending, and putting on a more
precise foundation, the well-known knowledge-based
inference approach exemplified by Schank and Abel-
son (1975), Cullingford (1978), Wilensky (1978),
Charniak (1978) and their siblings and descendants.

The basic idea of the model is as follows: There
is a set of types of items that a text can convey.
These items are conceptual, i.e., they correspond to
the types of contents that a speaker might want
to communicate. Sentences of a coherent text are
presumed to comprise components of such an item.
This assumption trivializes (but does not eliminate
entirely) the probabilistic aspect of the understand-
ing process.

The model enables us to concisely characterize the
understanding process as follows:

Find that interpretation of the text that
conforms to plausible goals of a speaker,
taking into account

¯ the type of contents a speaker might
attempt to convey,
and

¯ the speaker’s effectiveness in select-
ing utterances that will identify the
speaker’s intentions.

To flesh out the theory, we need to deliver on the
following:

* A characterization of the plausible contents of
discourses. Let us call these content types.

¯ A speaker strategy.

We will attempt to deliver primilary on the latter
point, and then only enough to sketch out why nat-
ural language interpretation is not primarily a prob-
abilistic enterprise.

Even at this sketchy level, however, the theory em-
bodies a number of assumptions about the nature
of discourse:
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¯ A text is coherent to the extent that its ele-
ments can be (transitively) identified as com-
ponents of a single entity.
Here we are defining explaining an utterance as
construing it as part of some larger, pre-defined
schema.
The class of such entities will necessarily be
broad, including such familiar objects as events
(of which the plans involved in "plan recogni-
tion" comprise a special case), but also such en-
tities as contrasts, arguments, physical objects,
expectation failures, "what has been happen-
ing in the family since you’ve last seen us", and
so on. Similarly, what it means to be a com-
ponent of such an entity will have a similarly
broad interpretation. In particular, simple log-
ical implications, such as those accommodated
by inheritance, are meant to be included.
The kinds of entities responsible for coherence
at a low level (e.g., an event sequence) are likely
to be rather different from the kinds responsible
for global coherence (e.g., a novel). We will re-
main agnostic for the time being as to whether
this difference is significant.

¯ The content types are largely invariant with
speaker intent.
This idealization is meant to capture the intu-
ition that coherency is separable from appropri-
ateness. That is, while the choice of a contents
is a function of speaker intent, as is the manner
in which the contents is conveyed, and the as-
pects of it that are actually mentioned, that it
is a coherent contents can be judged indepen-
dently. Thus, a speaker intending to communi-
cate an experience to a hearer is likely to be in-
formative, and state only propositions believed
to be unknown to the hearer, whereas, if the
intent is to entertain, the speaker might tell a
story that the hearer already knows. Neverthe-
less, the discourse can be identified as coherent
or not independently of these goals.

¯ Discourses can be categorized as defective or fe-
licitous by a sensible speaker~hearer (Wilensky
1989).

In our critique of Charniak and Goldman’s ap-
proach, we noted how the assumption of relevance
allows the probabilistic computation to be trivial-
ized to the computation of determining the priors
on potentially explanatory scenarios. We now re-
examine this idea. In particular, we defined the
problem as finding the H that maximizes

P(HIE1, E2,..., En)

where H is a potentially explanatory scenario. Let
us now re-interpret this notation so that H means

the scenario the speaker intended to communicate,
and the E~ as speech acts, i.e., the utterances of a
text, rather than events in the world. Bayes’ theo-
rem still gives us

_ P(H)P(E1, E2,...,En[H)
P(E1, E2,...,En)

but now the interpretation of the components is
quite different: The prior probability is now that
of the speaker communicating a particular content;
all we have said so far is that this will be 0 for con-
tents not on our approved list. We will furhter pre-
sume that various contents more likely than others,
and that speakers and hearers know these values (at
least as approximated by their relative frequency in
discourse) to within an order of magnitude or two.

The conditional probability is the probability that
the particular utterances were made, given the in-
tention to communicate the contents. Here is where
the bulk of out discourse assumptions are pertinent.
First, note that what we mean by this notation is
that the speaker uttered precisely these utterances,
and no more. Our discourse theory exploits this in
the following postulate:

Cooperative selection: Speakers will utter
those components of a scenario that max-
imally distinguish it from other scenarios.

That is, the chance that a particular component will
be selected by a speaker as part of an attempt to
express a contents will be inversely proportional to
its frequency of occurrence in scenarios.

Cooperative selection makes contents recognition
simple. Consider for example our motivating
"checking-a-bag-at-the-airport" text. Before we
noted that relevance allowed us to believe a con-
tents in proportion to its prior (now interpreted as
the frequency of communication of a contents rather
than as the frequency of occurrence of an event).
However, since putting a bomb in a suitcase is such
a good distinguisher of the terrorist scenario, the
probability that a (unmarked) text intending to con-
vey the terrorist scenario would contain a reference
to it is extremely high - this reference would come
close to uniquely identifying the scenario, which, af-
ter all, is the point of the discourse. Accordingly, the
probability that the text not containing this refer-
ence would be an attempt to communicate the ter-
rorist scenario would be vanishingly small.

These principles help explain why text interpre-
tation is so easy: Utterances are selected by the
speaker in such a fashion so that the relative priors
of plausibly explanatory contents are exceedingly ef-
ficient in determining intention.
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The time course of a text is also subject to a helpful
discourse principle:

Incremental Monotone Interpretation: In
an "unmarked" discourse, determining a
content type is done incrementally with
each utterance; moreover, additional ut-
terances do not reverse interpretation rank-
ings.

For example, consider the following story:

(14) John picked up an old newspaper. He
walked over to the bird cage. He said "Polly
want a cracker?" He sat down in the chair
next to the bird cage and turned on the
lamp. He waited for a fly to land and swat-
ted it.

Here it seems like the story is intentionally mislead-
ing us. Note that, in principle, we could have waited
for more information and not have jumped to a con-
clusion. But instead the Incremental Monotone In-
terpretation leads us down a garden path.

We have tacitly been embracing the following as-
sumption:

Perfect knowledge model: In a felici-
tous discourse, the speaker’s model of the
hearer’s relevant knowledge is correct.

We need this assumption, or something like it, of
course, for communication to be successful under
any scenario.

Well, what of the nature of content types? Of the
first, we note here only that we anticipate content
types to be a very broad class, and to include lots
of types that have often been conceived of as dis-
course items per se. As an example, an "expecta-
tion failure" might be a content type. (Indeed, we
suspect it is an extremely common one.) This ob-
servation suggests how to handle the negation cases
that were deemed problematic above. Recall the
following text:

(15) John doesn’t put his money in a bank.

Assuming no special knowledge about not putting
money in a financial institution or in the side of
a river, the only interpretation found is likely to
be an expectation failure of a financial institution
scenario.

Another content type might be topically related
facts. This is meant to handle such cases as

(16) Jan likes gardens with lots of shrubs. Pat
prefers rock.

where the situation being conveyed is not a sequence

of actions, but instead, some facts that are topically
related.

The point of both examples is that the problems
discussed above are resolved by having a theory of
interpretation broader than that of being true in the
world.

6 Some Problems and
Comments

Of course, real texts are much more complicated
than we (or the probability theorists) have been let-
ting on. However, we suspect that much of the ad-
ditional analysis that is needed fits nicely into the
framework we have been trying to work out. For
example, real texts often have sentences that serve
a "meta", discourse function, such as

(17) A funny thing happened on the way to work
today.

(18) I just heard an interesting fact.

From the viewpoint espoused here, we suspect that
a good way to analyze such utterances is as a cueing
function. That is, they help the hearer to select the
general class of content types into which the text
should be assimilated, and are thus in accordance
with the Cooperative Selection idea.

Another complication is that the goal of the speaker
is not properly expressed as communicating a con-
tent type, but all the ancillary propositions as well.
That is, the speaker’s goal is to communicate (at
least) a set of propositions. This fact complicates
the simple probabilistic formulation that we pre-
sented earlier, but does not appear to undercut the
essential idea.

We have said only a little about the nature of con-
tent types. But one point is worth noting. Our
"theory of discourse" has very little to do with text
per se. In particular, it posits none of the "discourse
relations" found, for example, in Hobbs (1985) 
Hovy (1990). Indeed, the theory of discourse 
almost entirely a theory of conceptual structure,
treating the contents of individual utterances as
related, not to each other, but to some overarch-
ing conceptual structure whose communication com-
prises the goal of the speaker. Doing so requires
that we postulate as conceptual objects what oth-
ers seem to have been viewed previously as primar-
ily expository devices. Thus, we have postulated
content types like expectation failure and topically
related facts to avoid having a discourse theory re-
quiring relations between sentences such as contrast,
violated expections, evaluation, elaboration, etc.
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In sum, we take the extreme position that the the-
ory of discourse is both (i) the crucial basis for
language interpretation, and (it) practically non-
existent, given that one has in hand the proper con-
ceptual menagerie.
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